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Abstract

Bagan is a region which is teem~ with many anciera buil~ and histortcal and cultln1
heritages of Myanmar. Out of the religious buildings, cete ani temples form the greatest
mnnber. Just 8$ the temp les in Bagan differ in size, so also they differ in their architectU"a1
works. As much 8$ the temples in Bagan are many and varied. their plans and shapes are
different The styles of the Bagan temples during the Early , Middle and Late Bagan periods
are different Through the studyof the evolution of temples in Early, Middle andLate Bagan
periods, ltv:: high architectural standard of ancientMyanmar architects, canbeknown.
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I. Introduction

The current area within the city-wail of Bagan. generally, covers six square miles. A
total of over 3000 ancient buildings are found in the environs of Bagan which occupies about
over twenty square miles. According to the inventory, there are 1745 stupas, 431 brick
monasteries, 54 caves and ordination halls, and 892 ancient brick mounds in Bagan., bringing
the total number of religious structures to 3122. Old Bagan does not have any remnants of
houses but a large number of pagodas, stupas temples and monasteries both intact and in
ruin. Therefore, it can be assumed that the people of Bagan used to build their houses of
perishable wood, bamboo, etc. not of bricks. Another reason is that, due to peerless devotion
of the Myanmar to the Triple Gem. they used to construct the buildings related to the Triple
Gem of brick and stone grandly. The religious buildings constructed in Bagan are stupas,
temples, monasteries, theins (ordination halls or sima), Tipitaka libraries, rock-cut caves,
image houses, etc.

The ancient buildinfs in Bagan are the ones constructed based on Buddhism which
flourished there in the III century AD. It is written traditional ly that Buddhism reached
Myarunar from India and developed in its central part including Bagan region and that Bagan
architecture also reached Myanmar from India. However. through the study of ancient
buildings in India, it is seen that the vaults and structures of ancient Indian brick buildings
are not as lofty and grand as those of Bagan. Although there are stone buildings. they use
many stone lintels for great resistance to overlying weight, structures, vents and formation of
interior rooms. Therefore. they do not have arches which were used in a great number in
Bagan Period. As the Bu phaya Pagoda and the Ngakwenadaung built in Early Bagan Period
are similar to the Sanchi Stupa in India, it can be said that Bagan architecture and
construction technology underwent some influence of Indian culture in connection with the
religion. However, during the period between n" and the 13th century AD when Bagan
architecture and decorative scrolls and relief works flourished to their maximum extent,
appearance of Myanmar scripts and construction of high and massive temples which get
much light and temples in Myarunar style are the works created in Myarunar traditional style
and manner. h might be that although the fundamental knowledge of Buddhist art spread to
Bagan from Mon region and India where the Buddha was enlightened, the architecture of
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Bagan which is app lied to constructing Bagan religious edifices evolved in Bagan in its own
way with th e flourishing of Theraviida Buddhism.

II. The Evolution of Bagan Temples

The word 'Gu ' is derived from the pall word ' Guha' meaning 'natural cave in rocky
mOlUltains ,.1 'Gu' is also called ' temple'.1he word ' temple' is derived from a Latin word
meaning 'sacred place'. It seems that it refers to the shrine built for Greek and Roman gods.2
The Buddhist caves in India are located on the side of the mountains or underground,
However, the Pyus of Sri Ksetra built the models of caves above the ground. The people of
Bagan copied the tradition of Sri Ksetra in building caves. ' The temples like stupas, tapers
towards the top. Whatever types a temple belongs to; its square-tower (sikMra) must be
topped with a spire. If the structure of a temple is studied, it will be found that the base serves
as an abutment to bear the overlying weight over which come the plinth with sea-bean
shaped-erecting stucco omamentatios, over which again come. curvilinear roofs. lower
projected recesses. upper projections, lower cornices with upheaving hands (or) kalasa
profiled base. Some temples have the bases in the form of throne with recesses. Buddha
images and other religious paintings and sculptures are kept in the temples. The people of
Bagan used to build more temples with four entrances than the temples with only one
entrance. Such type of temples is called ' Lemyat Hoar Phaya' (Temple with four entrances).
They are constructed to commemorate the Four Buddhas who have been enl ightened in this
world. Each Buddha image is kept on each face of the temple. In the Lemyat Hoar Phaya in
Sri Ksetra' , the central pillar is connected with the encircling wal ls by tunnel vaults so that
the encircling corridor can be formed, Looking at the Ananda Temple of Bagan which
consists ofworks of the high standard. erected out of good inspirations from the architectural
point of view, its size and lighting system is quite different from that of the Lemyat Hoar
Phaya. However. it is found that its structural system is based on that of the Lemyat Hnar
Phaya. It can be assumed that the Lemyat Hoar Phaya of Sri Ksetra is the proto-type of the
temp les with four entrances all over Myanmar. Many of the temples with four entrances are
not found in India. The partly ruined plan of a templ e with four entrances is found at the
Temple of Paharpur in Bengal State of India. However, as it belongs to the 7 th or gth century
AD and is much later than the Lemyat Hnar Phaya of Sri Ksetra, it can be considered that the
temples with four entrances were initiated in Sri Ksetra of Myanmar.

It is clear that the architectural works which emerged during Bagan Period extending
from the 10th to 14th centuries AD made much progress in terms of the constructi on
technology and architectural designs, based on the temples which emerged in Sri Ksetra
between the 4th and gth centurie s AD. After the lOth century AD. temples of various sizes
ranging from small ones to colossal ones could be constructed in Bagan. Therefo re. the Tawa
Gu called 'Be Be'S and the Le wa Gu called ' Lemyat Hnar 'of Sri Ksetra built by the Pyus
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who established a civilization in Myarunar between the 4th and 8th centuries AD might be the
proto-type of Bagan architecture. The temples of Bagan were, generally. constructed more
grandly based not only on the plans but also on brick-bond, vaulting and connection of arches
of the temples of Sri Ksetra Lofty and magnificient temples like the Ananda, the
Thabyinnyu. the Htilominlo, etc could be built out of good aspirations based on the
construction technology which deve loped gradually from the Be Be Gu of Sri Ksetra etc and
human innovative skill. Therefore, looking from the architectural point of view, the
construction technology and the architectural works which emerged in Sri Ksetra which
flourished between the 4th and gth centuries AD are assumed to continue thriv ing in Bagan
after the 10'" century AD.

As much as the temples in Bagan are many and varied, their plans and shapes are
different The archit ectural works of the temples built throughout Bagan Period can.
generally, be classified as the Early Bagan (Mon) Style Works, the Middle Bagan (Men
cum-Myanmar) Style Works and the Late Bagan (Myanmar) Style Works .' They are as
follows:

(1) The Temples of the Early Bagan Period Before and during the
(Moo Works ) 11~ century AD

(2)~e Temples of the Middle Bagan Period During the 12 century AD
Moo-eum-Mvanmar Works)

(3)The Temples ofthe Late Bagan Period During the 13lb century AD
(Myanmar Works)

The sty les of the Bagan temples during the Early, Middle and Late Bagan Periods are
different

(1) The temples of the ea r ly Dagan period (Mon works)

The temples belongin g to the Early Bagan Period are not high. The terraces are made
low. The Early Bagan Period temples are one-storeyed ones and seem serene. So they assume
the sense of repose. If the length of the base of the temple is compared with its height. it will
be found that it seems dwarfish and low. Even the crokets, dadoes and decorative erecting
floral works do not assume great height. They do not seem spiky. In general, the whole
temple does not take on loftiness but dwarfness.

In the light of the plan of the Early Bagan Period temples, the vestibule of the temples
has only one entrance which leads into the main body. Inside the inner encirclin g passage and
the cent ral pillar is the shrine hal l. The main body is cove red with the curvilinear roof. The
terraces are surmounted by the square tower and the spire. The earliest surviving temple with
inner shrine in Bagan was Pahto-Tha-Mya, from the late 10th century. The idea to have a
separate imler shrine ma~ arise from the desire to pray in a dim space or may be influenced
from the Indian temples. One prototype of Bagan temples was with one pillar in the shrine
as the load bearin g clement for the Sikhara, thi s has changed or improved into another design
with inner shrine, the walls of the imler shrine substitute the load bearing functi on of the
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Pagodtu utI TDrlpU6>, Yqon, Yaung Sin Press, }01 Edition, December 1999, p.32 (Hereafter cited as U
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pillar. This temple has a round Sikhara, rounded Sikhara supports that the temple was pre
Kyansittha period (AD 1086) . The square Sikhara, tarring to the top like the Sikhara from
Ananda were introduced only after Kyansittha period.

The bricks used in Early Bagan Period temples are of large size and the plinth is
massive and large. The floor of the temple is not too higher than the ground level, sometimes
even the former slightly lower than the latter. It is not a floor made on the ped estal . The doors
and wind ows into the porches are decorated with voussoired arches. In most cases, the
plinths of the Early Bagan Period temples are in the form of Kalasa pots." The example
temple with thi s design feature is Pahto-Tha-Mya temple. The plinth has characteristic Early
Period mouldings with th e rounded kalasa pot in profile and tightly band ed lin e mouJdings
defined at right angles to each other whose fu ll relieffonn contrasts with the temple base .

After the inner shrine temples were constructed, one important requirement was to
provide lighting for the inner shrines; the inner shrines should be dim but not dark and there
should be enough see the light the images or to move around in the shrine.IO Th is problem
was solved with the light-w ells as in the Pahto-Tha-Mya, Abe-Yadana and Ananda temples.
In Pahto-Tha-Mya temple, the light-well was installed to provide better lighting and the
position of the light-welt was adjusted with Buddha image for the morning sun angle.II The
Abe-Yadana temple has inner shrine, and quite dim in the shrine. Therefore some scho lars
identify this temple to be "ear ly type" or "Mon type", implying that the early period of Bagan
was th e 11th century.11 Th is tem ple was des igned to have the light in the inner shrine through
the light-wells from the roof like Pahto-Tha-Mya. In the shrine of Ananda temple, one sees
mainly the image, wh ich receives daylight from the ceiling's light-well.Pln order to provide
daylight, sight windows were designed at both sides of the corridor, therefore the effect is the
change of dark and brigh t areas along the passage. I . Passing thro ugh the vestibule, one
receives the changing atmosphere of dim and bright areas for three times and enters the dim
innershrine.

If the exterior architectural proportions of th e Early Bagan Period temples are
reviewed, it will be found that the height of their main bodies is about one third of their
length. The ratio of the length of their main bodies and the height of the temple above th e
main bodies is I to 0.8. Therefore, it is seen that the ratio of the length and total height of the
main body is 1 to 1. Basically, as they are constructed based on horizontal architectural
works, they assume th e dwarf form.V

In brief, the lighting system of Ear ly Pagan Period temples allows only dim light into
the encircling corridor but cause darkness in the shrine rooms. They use perforated windows.
But they have secret apertures which shed light exclusively over the Buddha images inside
the temples. They are made deliberately to ensure th at the inner parts which are further from
the entrance are darker. Thus the temple can generate an atmosphere which is conducive to
serenity and concentration of mind. Light is allowed either into the temples through the axial
niches of the pennant in the square tower or over the Buddha images in th e shrine rooms
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through one aperture or three apertures in the upper terraces.16 Therefore, it is found that the
architects of the Early Bagan Period built temples not only with artistic arch itectural works
but also to arous e devotion to them. So it can be induced that the architects had good
inspirations. Generally, the distinctions of the Early Bagan Period temples called Mon
temples are getting no sufficient light. being one-storeyed buildin gs with curvilinear roof and
ofmedium size, not being very high. etc.

(2) The temples or the middle Bagan period

On the evidence of the architectural worlcs of the Middle Bagan Period and changing
architectural works, the works of the Middle Bagan Period are called 'Revolutionary
architectural works ' . In addition, they are also called Men-cum-Myanmar work. A
remarkably changed architectural featu re of the Middle Bagan Period is that the temples get a
considerable amount of light A condit ion is created to shed sufficient light over the spiral
corridor. The shrine hall is no longer kept exclusively. As the wal l between the shrine hall
and the spiral corridor is removed., the whole main body becomes the shri ne hall getting
much light and air. The temple is built on the raised platform. Consequent ly, the temples take
on the lofty form. Espec ially, as the main body is surmounted by upper storeys, they assu me
great height and grandeur.17

Gubyauk-Gyi temple, a large two-storey temple with inner shrine, it is built at the
beginning of 121b century. From design and construction aspects th is temple is similar to
Pahto-Tha-Mya or Naga-Yon temples. It has one light-well from the roofl8, adjusted to give
daylight to the image; the inclination angle is 60 ', steeper than in Pahto-Tha-Mya, therefore
not adjusted with sun angle at down hours but with the hours of day.U It also has the different
designs of perfo rated stone windows .P The next middl e period temple is Thatbyinnyu
temple.21 It is one of the earliest doubl e-storeyed temples. The Thatbyinnyu temple is a
transition al temple, standing between the early sty le of the Ananda and the late sty le of the
Gawdawpalin temple. The great height of the temple and the verti cal lines of the ornamental
features-the plain pilasters, the flam e-like arch pediments the corner stupas-give a soaring
effect to the Thatbyinnyu.F Building temples with large solid cores started already in or
before Anawrahta period of early 11th century, east and west Phet-Leik, Myi-Pya-Gu and
some others. Those in the II th century were only single storey structures, which were even
difficult to defme as temples; these were probably stupas with covered passages around base
for people to study Jataka stories . Connected with this Thatbyinnyu, it seems that the
techn icians of Bagan learned the structural advantage of having broad solid core from those
of early examples and applied now to build high multi-storeyed temples. There were a few
two-storeyed temples like Pahto-Tba-M ya, built before Thatbyinnyu, and however thi s
temple can be called a two- storeyed by name , constructed without support from ground floor
and with 4 small upper shr ines at the comers of upper storey. Based on these. this
masterp iece temple Thatbyinnyu was the first multi-storeyed temple properly designed
comprehensively from architectural and structural engineering aspects ." Nan-Hpaya temple,

16 Dr Kyaw Leu, History & Tlteory, pp. 236,237
11 Dr Than. TW1, MytllUrlQ DesigN, p. 194
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medium size single storey. it is constructed at the end of 12th century . Concerning the
architecture of Nan-Hpaya temple, the way the shrine was constructed, with four columns
instead of wall s, there is not a single temple applying this idea. The idea of using columns
became popular or became the usual practice at the end of 11til century, as seen at Ananda in
the vestibules. However no other builder in the 11th century and up to the end of 12th century
thought of constructing the main shrine with columns and to have th e advantage of bright and
well ventilated shrines; and this Nan-Hpaya is the only temple with this system. Because the
shrine receives direct daylight from the ground level windows," it is bright and breezy
already, however the inner space was additionally lighted with light-wells from the roof.
Therefore this is a temple app lying all good design features developed in the 11th century; the
separate inner shrine. the columns and the light wells from roof.2S

It is found that. during this period, the temples of Bagan underwent two changes. The
first change is that although the temples continue to use perforated windows, an arrangement
is made to allow sufficient light into them. The second change is that the temp les are
constructed on the raised platforms. Some have upper storeys. The spiral corridors are
removed so that the shrine hall can get sufficient light Porches into the main body are built
on three sides. Perforated windows are no longer used. The perforated screens are removed
from the windows.26 In constructing the plan. the shrine hall is no longer built in the area of
the central pillar. Instead, one side of the central pillar is opened. thus providing a much
larger space for worshipping Buddha images. Lateral porches and windows without
perforated screens are built in order that people can enter the shrine hall and vestibules easily
and they can get much light and air. These temples can be said to be the proto-types of the
Late Bagan Period architectural works.

In the one-storeyed temples of the Middle Bagan Period called ' Transitional Period ',
the height of the main body is about the half of the length. The part above the main body is
equal to its length. The ratio of the length and height of the main body is 1 to 1.5. So it is
found that more priority is given to increasing the height as compared to its length. In
building two-storeyed temples, the upper storeyed is built over the proportionate main body
which is about the one third of its total height. Thus they take on loftiness and grandeur.

If the Mon-cum-Myanmar edifice s built during this period are reviewed, it will be
found that although they are the same as the temples of the Early Bagan Period in sheding
light over the Buddha images inside and having curvilinear roofs, they have porches which
permit sufficient light into the inner encircling passages and a series of flights of spiral stair
cases which lead to upper storeys. Instead of perforated windows, windows without the
perorated screens and the window with window-leaves come to be used.27

In brief. the general characteristics of the templ es built in the Middle Bagan Period
are having more storeys. evolution from drawfness to loftiness, using two-sided vaults apart
from lean-vaults, allowing more light through porches or windows made on the walls of
shrine halls, etc.

14 See Fig-9
:u DrKyaw Latt, Art 4lld Al'dlit«1'Jll"l' of Bagon.pp. 156. 157
lIS BomhuBa Shin, "'Deveiopment of Art and Architectureof BaganPeriod", pp. 54.55
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(3) T he tem ples orthe la te Ba gan period (Myan mar sty le)

When it cam e to the Late Bagan Period, although the architects maintained the
fundamental architectural works of the temple. they. on the other hand. made many
inventions and reforms. So changes occurred in the detailed works . Normally, the temples of
this period are of large, medium and small sizes. But they all assume the manner of
loftiness.28 As they have many storeys, they seem aloft in the air. So they bear the sense of
bravery or energy (vim). The porches only with pillars and lintel s develop to the ones with
flam e pediments and pointed arches.29

Although the stucco works of temples belonging to this period are beautiful and in
high relief, they are not as massive as those of the Early Bagan Period temple s. For the
consolidation of the temples, sand-stone blocks as reinforcement stones. are used among the
bricks in the corners, walls and vaults. Just as the main bodies are high. the back-drops of the
porches are made to look. aloft. Examples are Sula-mani, Gawdaw-palin and Hti-lo-min-lo
temples. The three tem ples, Sula-mani, Gawdaw-palin and Hti-lo-m in-lo temples are similar
in design and dimensions, their construction periods were between the end of 12tb century and
the beginnin g of 13th century. Su lamani was the first and the other two were modified based
on this. The construction systems of these are very larg e multi-storeyed temples, having very
large core .30 The plans of the Sula-mani tem ple, the Gaw-daw-pali n temple and the Hti-lo
min- to temple are basically akin to that of the That-byin-nyu temp le which belongs to the
transitional period The That-byi n-nyu temple can be said to be the earliest one bui lt in
Myanmar style. It is the highest temple in Bagan. Its plan is in square shape. The lighting
systems of the Sula-mani, the Gaw-daw-palin and the Hti-lo-min-lo tem ples are similar. As
they were built in the latter part of the 12th century AD and at the beginning of the 13th

century, their lateral porches and window are open, allowing light and air into the temples
and providing pilgrims with direct access into them." Regardin g the use of sandstone in
constructing temples, it is foun d that a lot of sandstone was used in constructing the Sula
mani temple. Blocks of sandstone are used at equal distance on the wal ls of the main body.32
Although the walls of the main body of the Hti-lo-min-lo templ e are not made entire ly of
stone but of bricks, brick-bond is very good. To make the alignments of brick even, the
vertically-laid brick alignments are made around the main body five or four feet apart from
each other.)3 Blocks of sandstone continued to be used in the comer and other important
ptaces." It can be asswned that, based on the temples of 12th century AD as the Su la-mani ,
the tem ples of 13th century AD as the Gaw-daw-palin and Hti- lo-min-lo would have been
built with more systematic architecture .

Basically, altho ugh the style of the Late Bagan Period tem ples are similar to that of
the 12th century AD temples, the architects of the Late Bagan Period cou ld have made the
temples more beautiful. much higher and more consolidated . However, the plinth of the Late
Bagan Period is not so much massive. The thi ckness of the walls becomes smaller.
Voussoired vaults came to be used boldly. The walls come upwards straight from the base
and then vaults are made. The roof vauhs of the encircling corridor become full. The most
noticeably change is that the windows and lateral porches are made gaping so that light and

2:1 BomhuBa Shin. "Development of Art and Architecture of Bagan Perjod", pp. 58.59
19 Dr Than Tun, Old Cllro"id~. pp. 259-273
:JODr Kyaw Leu, Arl lUfdA rclliJect ll.Teof BogtJll . p. 136.137
)I Fig.12
n Fig-13
n Fig-14
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air can enter the temples well. The number of storeys also increases. Exterior ornamentations
assume loftiness. So the temples become high and aloft. Although the stucco crokets are
pecul iarly and strange ly carved. these are no longer massive and in high relief. Instead, the~
are thin and carved in detail like lace-works. The ratio of the height and length of 13
century AD one-storeyed temples is 4 to 3. Besides, the height of the part above the main
body is made equal to the length of the main body at minimum. So it is found that these
temples assume the higher form than those of th e 12th century AD temples. Therefore, the
temples of late Bagan period would have been built with systematic interior structure and
more beautiful works of arts by combining the expertise of the skillful architects and modern
architecture.

ilL Con clusion

No brick human residence but numerous religious structures such as stupas, temples,
pagodas, etc are found either intact or in ruin in Old Bagan. The reason is that as the people
of Bagan were very devoted to religion, they constructed the bui ldings related to the Triple
Gem of brick and stone in a grand manner but their houses of easily perishable wood,
bamboo, etc. The tem ples have one entrance or four entrances. However, in Bagan. the
temples with four entrances are the most common. In fact, the Be Be Temple with one
entrance and the Lemyatnhar Temple with four entrances in Sri Ksetra which were the works
of the Pyus who established a civil ization in Myamnar between the 4lh and gth centuries AD
are the proto-types of Bagan Period . But, generally, Bagan templ es are larger and grander
ones buiJt based on the architecture and plans of Sri Ksetra temples and continued to flourish
in Bagan after the 101h century AD. 1hroughout Bagan Period, kings and the peopl e had been
building pagodas, temples and other religious structures continuous ly in conformity with the
chan ging times. The temples buih in Early Bagan Period, that is, before the IOItt century AD,
are smaJl and not decorated with architectural designs. Therefore, this period can be assumed
to be the one during which architecture had not flourished. The Early Bagan temp les ca lled
Mon temples are one-storeyed temples being in repose style. The most obvious fact is that it
is dark inside the temples. The construction technology is different even in the temples
belonging to the early and latter parts of Early Bagan Period. The Ananda Temple built at
that time suggests that the vous soired vaults making techno logy became more advance d after
the Early Bagan Period. In making voussoire d vaults, they are not edged with wooden frames
at that time. Although it is one-storeyed temple, it is made deliberately to look like high two
storeyed ones, opening two horizontal rows of windows on the wal ls. Therefore, it can be
said to be the proto-type of the 12th century AD temples. Therefore, it can be assumed that,
with the passage of times, the temples might have been built in a better and new er style based
on the early period architecture . The striking characteristics of the 12lh century AD Middle
Bagan Period, which is the transitional period of arch itecture, are that the vestibules are made
to get lighter and the temples are made high with more storeys . Getting more light and air by
opening four porches and windows and making direct access into the main shrines and
vest ibules from the lateraJ porches are the proto-types of Late Bagan Period temples.
According to the traditi on of the architectural works of Late Bagan Period, windows and
lateral porches are kept open to get more air and light

In brief. the people of Bagan might have received architectural heritages, from Sri
Ksetra, architectural techno logies from Thaton and cuhure and arts from India about at the
same time. Then they could have combined and adapted these diverse technologies and arts
to their environment 1hrough the stud y of the evolution of temples archit ecture in Bagan
Period from early to late, the political. economic and religious conditions of Bagan at that
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time, in addition to the architectural standard of ancient Myanmar architects and their
expertise in making excellently artistic works, can be known.

During the 13th century AD when the architecture of the temple reached its zenith,
Bagan temples are the modified ones of Early Bagan temples which is built based on Sri
Ksetra temples. The temples built during the 13th century AD which is Late Bagan Period, are
called Myanmar style temples . The 13th century AD temples are higher than those of the 12th

century AD. As they take on a higher form and bear the sense of ' bravery' , they assume the
energetic style called 'Vira' in Pali. As an invention, distinctive room-formation was started
on the ground plan. As the main bodies received enough light and air and were endowed with
stone and stucco carvings which are more elaborate than those of Early Bagan Period, it can
be said that the art and architectural standards ofLate Bagan Period improved more.
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Figure 1. Le-Myet-Hna, prototype temple

with pillar inside

Figure 2. Be Be-Gu, single shrine

temple, Sri Ksetra

(photos by researcher)

Section A-A

Figure 3. Pahto-tha-mya, light-well and section (Adapted from
Dr Kyaw Latt, Art and Architecture ofBagan, p.66)
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Figure 4. Lighting system in Ananda Temple, an aperture at the top of the
inner wall to cast light over the Buddha image

(photos by researcher)

Figure 5. Double-layered windows through the wall to get light, Ananda
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Figure 6. Gubyauk-gy i temple, light-well

and section

Figure 7. Perforated window of

Gubyauk-gyi temple

(photos by researcher) (photos by researcher)
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Figure 8. Lighting system ofThatbyinnyu Temple

Figure 9. Perforated stone window
of Nan-Hoava

(Photos by researcher)

Figure 11. Light and air direct access through

lateral porches, Hti lominlo tem ple

Figure 10. Light and air direct access through
the window of 12 Century (Photos bv researcher)

Figure 12. Reinforcement ofsandstone used in

Sulamani temple
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Figure 13. Brick-bond system ofHtilominJ o
temple

(Photos by researcher)
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Figure 14. Reinforcement of sandstone used in

Hti-Io-min-lo temole
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